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Abstract

A test procedure based on ranks is suggested to test for nonlinear cointegra�

tion� For two �or more� time series it is assumed that there exist monotonic
transformations such that the normalised series can asymptotically be rep�

resented by independent Brownian motions� Rank test procedures based

on the di�erence between the sequences of ranks are suggested� If there is

no cointegration between the time series� the sequences of ranks tend to

diverge� whereas under cointegration the sequences of ranks evolve simi�

larly� Monte Carlo simulations suggest that for a wide range of nonlinear

models the rank tests perform better than their parametric competitors�

To test for nonlinear cointegration a variable addition test based on ranks

is suggested� As empirical illustrations we consider the term structure of

interest rates� Only weak evidence for a nonlinear long run relationship

between interest yields of bonds with di�erent time to maturity is found�
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� Introduction

Since the introduction of the concept of cointegration by Granger ������ the anal�

ysis of cointegrated models was intensively studied in a linear context� whereas

the work on the extension to nonlinear cointegration is still comparatively lim�

ited� Useful reviews of recent work in the analysis of nonlinear cointegration are

provided by Granger and Ter	asvirta ����
�� Granger ������� and Granger� Inoue

and Morin �������

In many cases� economic theory suggests a nonlinear relationship as for the

production function or the Phillips curve� for example� However� theory does

not always provide a precise specication of the functional form so that it might

be desirable to have nonparametric tools for estimation and inference� In this

paper rank test procedures are considered to test whether there is a possible

nonlinear cointegration relation among the variables and whether this relationship

is nonlinear�

To illustrate the problems of nonlinear cointegration it is helpful to consider

a simple example� Let xt be nonlinear random walk given by x�t �
tP

j��
vj� where

fvtgT� is a white noise sequence with vt � N��� ��v�� Furthermore� yt is given by

yt � x�t � ut � ���

where ut is white noise with ut � N��� ��u�� Figure � presents a realization of

the sequences xt and yt� where ��v � ��u � ����� The sample size is T � ����

Apparently� there is a fairly strong comovement between both series suggesting a

stable long run relationship� However� applying an augmented Dickey�Fuller test

�with four lagged di�erences and a constant� is applied to a linear cointegration

regression of the form yt � �xt � u�t � the value of the t�statistic is ������ which
is insignicant with respect to the ���� signicance level� In fact� the residual

series of the linear cointegration regression �see Figure �� does not look like a

stationary series� On the other hand� if the cointegration regression is based on

the underlying nonlinear relationship� that is yt is regressed on x�t � the resulting

residual series resembles white noise �see Figure 
�� Applying the rank tests

suggested in Section 
 yield signicant test statistics with respect to all reasonable
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signicance levels� This example illustrates that ignoring the nonlinear nature of

the cointegration relationship may lead to the misleading conclusion that there

exists no long run relationship between the series�

The rest of the paper is organized as follows� In Section � we demonstrate that

the parametric cointegration test based on the residuals of a linear cointegration

regression is inconsistent against a given class of nonlinear alternatives� Two rank

statistics for a test against the null hypothesis of no cointegration are suggested

in Section 
 and in Section � we consider the power of tests� Generalizations of

the rank test procedures are proposed in Section � and a rank test for neglected

nonlinearities in the cointegration relationship is suggested in Section �� Section

� presents some results on the small sample properties of the test procedures

and Section � provides an application of the rank tests to the term structure of

interest yields� Finally� Section � concludes�

� The properties of linear cointegration tests

For a theoretical analysis of a nonlinear cointegration relationship� di�erent con�

cepts are used� Granger and Hallman �����a� and Granger ������ consider time

series which are long memory in mean but have a nonlinear relationship which

is short memory in mean� Corradi ������ consider non�strong mixing processes

�processes with a long memory� and strong mixing processes �short memory�� In

this paper we adopt the denition of an integrated process due to Phillips �������

The degree of integration is dened as follows�

De�nition �� �i� A time series zt is I��� if� as T ���

�p
T

�rT �X
t��

zt � ��zW �r��

where ���z � lim
T��

E�T �z��� �z � T��
TP
t��

zt� and W �r� represents a standard Brown�

ian motion� �ii� If ���B�dzt � I���� then zt is integrated of order d� denoted as

zt � I�d��

Di�erent sets of su�cient conditions for zt � I��� are given in Phillips ������






and Phillips and Solo ������� for example�

In this section we will consider the nonlinear relationship between two real

valued time series fxtgT� and fytgT�

yt � f�xt� � ut � ���

where yt � I��� and zt � f�xt� � I���� Under the null hypothesis ut is assumed to

be I���� whereas under the alternative of a cointegration relationship� ut � I����

As demonstrated by Granger and Hallman �����b�� the Dickey�Fuller test

may perform poorly when applied to a nonlinear transformation of a random

walk� To investigate the e�ects of a nonlinear cointegration relationship on the

power of a residual based cointegration test� it is convenient to consider a variant

of the Dickey�Fuller type test due to Sargan and Bhargava ����
� and Phillips

and Oularis� ������� The statistic is given by

S�
T �

�

�����T �

TX
t��

�yt � ��xt�
�� �
�

where the �� is the least�squares estimator from a regression of yt on xt� The

parameter ����� is dened in Phillips and Oularis ������ below eq� ����

For the function z � f�x� we make the following assumption�

Assumption �� �i� The function f�x� is monotonic increasing� �ii� There exist a

function h�a� such that f���az� � h�a�f���z�� where h���z� indicates the inverse

function�

Instead of �i� we may alternatively assume that the function is monotonic

decreasing� Assumption �ii� is unnecessarily restrictive and can be replaced by an

assumption that ensures that the asymptotic behavior of f���aT zT � is dominated

by a term like h�aT �f
���zT �� as T ��� However� to fascilitate the proof of the

following theorem we assume that �ii� holds exactly for all values of a�

�The Sargan�Bhargava statistic equals the inverse of the variance ratio statistic suggested
by Phillips and Oularis�
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Theorem �� Let zt � f�xt� �
tP

i��
vi be integrated of order one and yt is generated

as in ���� where ut � I���� Under Assumption �� a test based on the statistic S�
T

given in ��� is consistent if and only if f�x� is a linear function�

Proof� Using

�

T �

TX
t��

�u�t �
�

T �

TX
t��

y�t �

�
T��

TP
t��

ytxt

��

T��
TP
t��

x�t

the test is seen to be consistent if the di�erence on the right hand side converge

to zero as T ��� From Assumption � and the continuous mapping theorem it

follows that

T��
TX
t��

y�t � T��
TX
t��

�zt � ut�
� � ���z

Z
W �r��dr� ���

Furthermore�

T��
TX
t��

x�t � T��
TX
t��

f���zt�
�

� h���zT
�������T��

TX
t��

f�����zT
����zt�

�

� h���zT
�������

Z
f���W �r���dr

and

T��
TX
t��

ytxt � T��
TX
t��

ztf
���zt� � op���

� h���zT
�������T��

TX
t��

ztf
����zT

����zt�

� ��zh���zT
�������

Z
W �r�f���W �r�� �dr

It follows that

�

T �

TX
t��

�u�t � ���z

Z
W �r��dr � ���z

fR W �r�f���W �r��drg�R
f���W �r���dr

� ���

Since x � f���z� is an a�ne mapping it is seen that the right hand side of ��� is

zero i� f�x� � bx with some constant b� �

�



This Theorem shows that residual based cointegration tests are inconsistent

for the class of functions given by Assumption �� With some straightforward

modications the result extends to other unit root test like the original Dickey�

Fuller test�

An example may help to illustrate the result� Let yt be generated as in the

example of the introduction given in eq� ���� Using ��� and f���z� � x��� we

have for � �� ��

S�
T �

Z
W �r��dr � �

R
W �r����dr��R
W �r����dr

�

Thus� under the alternative of nonlinear cointegration� the test statistic is Op����

Accordingly� a test based on ST is inconsistent against nonlinear cointegration

relationship as given in ����

� A rank test for cointegration

To overcome the di�culties of standard unit root test to detect nonlinear coin�

tegration� we apply a rank transformation to the time series� The resultant test

is valid for slightly more general situations as considered in the previous sec�

tion� Specically� we assume under the alternative that there exists a nonlinear

cointegration relationship given by

ut � g�yt�� f�xt�� ���

where f�xt� � I���� g�yt� � I��� and ut � I���� The functions g�y� and f�x� are

monotonic increasing� If it is not known whether these functions are monotonic

increasing or decreasing� a two�sided test is available� A similar framework is

considered in Granger and Hallman �����a��

We dene the ranked series as

RT �xt� � Rank� of xt among x�� � � � � xT �

and construct RT �yt� accordingly� In Breitung and Gouri�eroux ������� an asymp�

totic theory for a ranked random walk is developed� Here we give a slightly more

general version of their main result�
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Theorem �� Let xt � � �
TP
i��

vi be I��� as de�ned in De�nition �� Then� as

T ��� the limiting distribution of the sequence of ranks can be represented as

T��RT �x�aT �� � aA� � ��� a�A� �

where A� and A� are two independent random variables with an arcsine distri�

bution�

Proof� Consider

T��RT �x�aT �� � T��
TX
t��

�I�xt � x�aT ��

�
X
t

�I

�
�p
T
z� t

T
T � �

�p
T
z�aT �

� �
t

T
� t� �

T

�

�
Z �

�
�I�W �u� � W �a��du

�
Z a

�
�I�W �u� � W �a��du�

Z �

a
�I�W �u� � W �a��du�

Since the increments of the Brownian motion are independent� the two parts of

the integral are independent as well�

Using
d
� to indicate equality in distribution we haveZ a

�
�I�W �u� � W �a��du �

Z a

�
�I�W �a��W �u� � ��du

d
�

Z a

�
�I�W �a� u� � ��du

d
� a

Z �

�
�I�W �u� � ��du

d
� aA��

where A� �
R �
� �I�W �u� � ��du is a random variable with an arcsine distribution

�cf� Breitung and Gouri�eroux� ������ Similarly� we ndZ �

a
�I�W �u� � W �a��du � ��� a�A� �

where A� is another random variable with an arcsine distribution independent of

A�� �

The rank statistic is constructed by replacing f�xt� and g�yt� by RT �xt� and

RT �yt�� respectively� Since we assume that f�xt� and g�yt� are two random walk
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series� it follows that RT �xt� � RT �f�xt�� and RT �yt� � RT �g�yt�� behave like

ranked random walks for which the limiting distribution is given in Theorem ��

The advantage of a statistic based on the sequence of ranks is that the functions

f��� and g��� need not be known�

We consider two �distance measures� between the sequences RT �xt� and

RT �yt��

�T � T�� sup
t
jdtj ���

	T � T��
TX
t��

d�t � ���

where dt � RT �yt� � RT �xt�� It should be noted that dt is Op�T � and� thus� the

normalization factors are di�erent from other applications of these measures� The

statistic �T is a Kolmogorov�Smirnov type of statistic considered by Lo ������

and 	T is a Cramer�von�Mises type of statistic used by Sargan and Bhargava

����
�� The null hypothesis of no �nonlinear� cointegration between xt and yt is

rejected if the test statistics are too small�

It is interesting to note that the statistic 	T allows for di�erent interpretations�

Let �bT denote the least�squares estimate from a regression of RT �yt� on RT �xt��

Using
P
RT �xt�

� �
P
RT �yt�

� � T �

 �O�T �� we have

	T �
�

T �

TX
t��

�RT �yt�
� � �RT �yt�RT �xt� �RT �xt�

��

�
�� ��bT
T �

TX
t��

RT �xt�
�

�
�



��� �bT � � op����

If yt and xt are not cointegrated� then �bT has a nondegenerate limiting distribution

�see Phillips ������ for the linear case�� On the other hand� if yt and xt are

cointegrated� then �bT converges to one in probability and therefore 	T converges

to zero�

Second� consider a Cramer�von Mises type of statistic based on the residuals

of a cointegration regression on the ranks�

e	T �
�

T �

TX
t��

�RT �yt�� �bTRT �xt��
�

�
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T �

TX
t��

�RT �yt�
� � ��bTRT �yt�RT �xt� � �b�TRT �xt�

��

�
�� �b�T
T �

TX
t��

RT �xt�
�

�
�



��� �b�T � � op����

Hence� a two�step approach similar to the one suggested by Engle and Granger

������ can be seen as a two�sided version of a test based on 	T �

Third� the statistic 	T is related to the rank correlation coe�cient� which is

known as �Spearman�s rho�� Spearman�s rho is dened as

rs � �� �

T � � T

TX
t��

d�t ���

�eg Kendall and Gibbons ������ p����� The statistic rs can therefore be seen as a

mapping of 	T into the interval ���� ��� If xt and yt are cointegrated� Spearman�s

rho converges in probability to one as T ���

Theorem � implies that� if f�xt� and g�yt� are independent random walk

sequences� we have

T��d�aT � � a�A� �A�� � ��� a��A� �A�� �

where A�� � � � �A� are independent random variables with an arcsine distribution�

Hence� the increments of random walk sequences xt and yt may be allowed to be

heteroscedastic and serially correlated�

� Power

Under the alternative of a cointegration relationship as given in ��� we have

T��d�aT � � T��
n
RT �T

����g�yt��� RT �T
����f�xt��

o
� T��

n
RT �T

����f�xt� � op����� RT �T
����f�xt��

o
� ��

Hence� �T and 	T converge to zero as T ��� i�e�� both rank tests are consistent�

�



Apart from this general statement it is quite di�cult to obtain analytical

results for the �local� power of the test� Nevertheless� some interesting proper�

ties of the rank test can be observed when the parametric analog of the ranked

di�erences is considered� Let the normalized di�erence of the series be dened as

�t �
yt
��y
� xt

��x
�

where yt and xt are I���� E�yt� � E�xt� � � for all t� and ���x� ��
�
y denote the

respective long�run variances �cf Denition ��� Accordingly� a parametric analog

of the statistic 	T is constructed as

DT �
�

T �

TX
t��

��t ����

and under the null hypothesis of two uncorrelated random walk sequences� the

statistic is asymptotically distributed as �
R
W �r��dr� Under the alternative hy�

pothesis assume that ut � yt � �xt is stationary and � � �� In this case we have

��y � ���x so that

DT �
�

T �

TX
t��

�
�xt � ut
���x

� xt
��x

��

�
�

�����xT
�

TX
t��

u��

It is seen that for large T the power of the test depends on the �signal�to�noise

ratio� �����x
�
�
u� where �

�
u is the variance of ut� As a consequence� the power of

the test is a monotonic increasing function of the parameter �� In contrast� �

does not a�ect the power of a Dickey�Fuller cointegration test� As a result� we

expect that a test based on DT or its ranked counterpart 	T will have more �less�

power than the Dickey�Fuller type cointegration test if � is large �small��

� Extensions

The asymptotic theory for the case that xt and yt are mutually correlated random

walk sequences turns out to be much more complicated� The problem is that in

this case the limiting distributions generally depend on the functions f�xt� and

g�yt� which is assumed to be unknown� In practice� however� we may hope that it

��



is su�cient to correct for the linear e�ects of the correlation and that the impact

of nonlinearity to the limiting distribution is small�

Assuming that xt and yt are linear random walks with zero means and se�

rially uncorrelated increments� the long run variances are identical to the usual

variances of the increments� that is�

���x � ���x � T��
TX
t��

E��xt�
�

���y � ���y � T��
TX
t��

E��yt�
��

where �yt denotes the rst di�erence operator such that �xt � xt � xt�� and it

is assumed that x� � y� � �� Furthermore� the covariance between �xt and �yt

is

��x�y � T��
TX
t��

E��xt�yt�

so that ���� � ���y � ���x�y � ���x� Under the null hypothesis of mutually

correlated random walks� the corrected test statistic

D�

T �
�

�����T
�

TX
t��

��t ����

with

����� �
�

T

TX
t��

���t�
�

is asymptotically distributed as
R
W �r��dr and� thus� does not depend on nuisance

parameters�

Ignoring the nonlinear nature of the rank transformation we can similarly

construct corrected rank statistics as

	�T � 	T
��
�
�d ����

��T � �T
���d� ��
�

where

����d � T��
TX
t��

��dt�
��

��



Although there is no proper asymptotic justication for this correction in case of

nonlinear transformations� Monte Carlo simulations suggest that the corrections

performs reasonably well in practice�

Similar properties are obtained by using the Dickey�Fuller statistic to test the

residuals of a ranked cointegration regression� It is well known that in the linear

case the limiting null distribution of the Dickey�Fuller test for the cointegration

residuals does not depend on the correlation between the increments of the ran�

dom walk series �cf Phillips and Oularis �������� One may therefore hope that

such a test may be useful for the nonlinear case as well�

Furthermore this test can be straightforwardly generalized to cointegration

among the k�� variables yt� x�t� � � � � xkt� where it is assumed that g�yt� and fj�xjt�

�j � �� � � � � k� are monotonic functions� Let RT �xt� � �RT �x�t�� � � � � RT �xkt��
� be

a k � � vector and �bT is the least�squares estimate from a regression of RT �yt�

on RT �xt�� A ranked Dickey�Fuller test for cointegration is obtained by testing

the hypothesis � � � in the regression

��ut � ��ut�� � et

where

�ut � RT �yt�� �b�TRT �xt��

The corresponding t�statistic is denoted by eQT �k�� Using Monte Carlo simula�

tions� the critical values for the test statistics �T � 	T � �
�

T � 	
�

T � and eQT �k� are

computed for T � ��� and T � ��� �see Table ���

� A rank test for neglected nonlinearity

Whenever the rank test for cointegration indicates a stable long run relationship�

it is interesting to know whether the cointegration relationship is linear or non�

linear� For a convenient representation of such null and alternative hypotheses

we follow Granger ������ and write the nonlinear relationship as

yt � � � �xt � f ��xt� � ut � ����

��



where ���xt is the linear part of the relationship� Under the null hypothesis it

is assumed that f ��xt� � � for all t� If f ��xt� is unknown� it may be approximated

by Fourier series �Gallant ������� or a neuronal network �Lee� White and Granger

����
��� Here we suggest to use the multiple of the rank transformation �RT �xt�

instead of f ��xt��

It is interesting to note that the rank transformation is to some extent related

to the neural network approach suggested by Lee� White and Granger ����
��

If xt is a k � � vector of �input variables� and � is a corresponding vector of

coe�cients� the neural network approach approximates f ��xt� by
Pq

j�� �j��x
�

t�j��

where ���� has the properties of a cumulated distribution function� A function

often used in practice is the logistic ��x� � x
�� � x�� In our context� xt is a

scalar variable� so that the neuronal network term simplies to ����xt�� Using

T��RT �xt� � bFT �xt�� where bFT �xt� is the empirical distribution function� the rank

transformation can be motivated as letting ���xt� be the empirical distribution

function with the attractive property that the parameter � can be dropped due

to the invariance of the rank transformation�

If it is assumed that xt is exogenous and ut is white noise with ut � N��� ���� a

score test statistic is obtained as the T �R��statistic of the least�squares regression

�ut � c� � c�xt � c�RT �xt� � et � ����

where �ut � yt � �� � ��xt and �� and �� are the least�squares estimates from a

regression of yt on a constant and xt�

A problem with applying the usual asymptotic theory to derive the limiting

null distribution of the test statistic is that the regression ���� involves the non�

stationary variables xt and RT �xt�� However under some �fairly restrictive� as�

sumptions� Theorem 
 shows that under the null hypothesis c� � � the score

statistic is asymptotically �� distributed�

Theorem �� Let xt �
tP

j��
vj and

yt � � � �xt � ut �

where it is assumed that vt is I��� according to De�nition � and ut is white noise

�




with E�ut� � � and E�u�t � � ��u� As T ��� the score statistic for H� � c� � � in

the regression ��	� has an asymptotic �� distribution with one degree of freedom�

Proof� It is convenient to introduce the matrix notation�

X� �

��� � x�
���

���
� xT

��	 and X� �

��� RT �x��
���

RT �xT �

��	 �

y � �y�� � � � � yT �
� and �u � ��u�� � � � � �uT �

�� With this notation� the score statistic can

be written as

T �R� �
�

���
� ����

��X�

�
X� �X�

�
X��X

�

�
X��

��X�

�
X���

where ��� is the least�squares estimator of �� in the regression y � X����X����

u and ��� � �u��u
T � As shown by Park and Phillips ������� the least�square

estimator in a regression with strictly exogenous I��� regressors is conditionally

normally distributed� so that conditional on X � �X��X��� ��� is asymptotically

distributed as N���V��� where

V� � ��u�X
�

�
X� �X�

�
X��X

�

�
X��

��X�

�
X��

���

From ���u
p����u it follows that T �R� has an asymptotic �� distribution with one

degree of freedom� �

Unfortunately� the assumptions for Theorem 
 are too restrictive to provide a

useful result for practical situations� In many situations� the errors ut are found

to be serially correlated and the regressor xt may be endogenous� However� using

standard techniques for cointegration regressions �Saikkonen ������� Stock and

Watson ����
�� the test can be modied to accommodate serially correlated errors

and endogenous regressors� For this purpose assume that

ut � E�utj�xt��xt����xt��� � � �� � vt

�
�X

j���

�j�xt�j � vt

��



and vt admits the autoregressive representation

vt �
�X
j��

�jvt�j � �t�

where the lag polynomial ��B� � �� ��B � ��B
� � � � � has all roots outside the

complex unit circle�

Under the null hypothesis of linear cointegration we thus have the represen�

tation

yt � �� �
�X
j��

�jyt�j � ��xt �
�X

j���

��j�xt�j � �t � ����

�see Stock and Watson ����
� and Inder ��������

A test for non�linear cointegration can be obtained by truncating the innite

sums appropriately and forming T � R� for the regression of the residuals ��t on

the regressors of ���� and RT �xt�� Along the lines of Theorem 
 it can be shown

that the resulting score statistic is asymptotically �� distributed under the null

hypothesis of a linear cointegration relationship�

� Small sample properties

To investigate the small sample properties of the rank tests we follow Gonzalo

������ and generate two time series according to the model equations

yt � �zt � ut � ut � �ut�� � �t ����

zt � zt�� � vt �

where �
�t
vt

�
� iid N



��
�
� �
� �

��
�

The variable xt is obtained from the random walk zt by using the inverse function

xt � f���zt��

Under the null hypothesis H� � � � � there is no cointegration relationship

between the series� If in addition � � � and � � �� then xt and yt are two

independent random walks with serially uncorrelated increments� For this speci�

cation� Table � reports the rejection frequencies of di�erent cointegration tests�

��



The rank tests �T and 	T are computed as in ��� and ��� and �CDF� indicates

the Dickey�Fuller t�test applied to the residuals of a linear regression of yt on xt

and a constant� The results for the linear process is given in the left half of Table

� indicated by f�x� � x� It might be surprising to see that for � � � the rank test

is much more powerful than the CDF test if � is close to one� As was argued in

Section �� this is due to the fact that the rank statistics depend on the parameter

�� whereas the Dickey�Fuller type test for cointegration does not depend on ��

In fact� the simulation results indicate that the power of the rank tests are quite

sensitive to the value of �� For � � ��� the Dickey�Fuller tests perform better�

whereas for � � � the rank tests clearly outperform the Dickey�Fuller type of

tests�

It should also be noted that the rank test does not require to estimate the

cointegration parameter �� Accordingly� this test has the same power as for the

case of a known cointegration relationship� Furthermore� the rank test procedures

impose the one�sided hypothesis that f�xt� is an increasing function�

Since the rank tests are invariant to a monotonic transformation of the vari�

ables� the power function is the same as for the linear case� Comparing the power

of the CDF test with the rank counterparts� it turns out that the power of the

CDF test may drop dramatically for nonlinear alternatives �see also Granger and

Hallman �����b��� while the rank test performs as well as in the linear case� In

particular� for the case f�x� � log�x� the parametric CDF test performs quite

poorly�

To investigate the power of the rank test against nonlinear alternatives� which

cannot be written as in ��� we generate data using the threshold cointegrated

process given by

ut �

�
ut�� � �t if jut��j � ��u
aut�� � �t if jut��j � ��u �

����

where �u is the standard deviation of ut and � is a positive constant� Furthermore

we generate zt as a random walk independent of ut and let � � �� Such nonlinear

processes are investigated by Balke and Fomby ������� We consider two di�erent

threshold values given by � � ��� and � � ���� The results for various values of

��



a are presented in Table 
� It turns out that the rank tests possess much more

power against such kind of nonlinear alternatives than the CDF test�

As noted in Section �� the rank tests cannot be applied to test the null hypoth�

esis of two correlated random walks� Since the corrections suggested in Section

� lacks a precise asymptotic justication� it is interesting to consider the perfor�

mance of the corrected test statistics for di�erent values of �� Table � presents

the empirical sizes for testing the null hypothesis of no cointegration� It turns

out that for a substantial correlation all tests possess a serious size bias� Among

the rank tests� the statistic ��T turns out to perform best� In sum� the results

suggest that the correction works satisfactory for small and moderate correlation

only�

Next we consider the small sample properties of the rank test for nonlinear

cointegration suggested in Section �� It is assumed that yt and xt are cointegrated

so that yt��f�xt� is stationary� By setting � � ��� we generate serially correlated

errors and letting � � ���� the variable xt is correlated with the errors ut� that

is� xt is endogenous� The rank test for nonlinear cointegration is obtained by

regressing yt on xt� yt����xt	���xt��xt�� and a constant� The score statistic is

computed as T �R� from a regression of the residuals on the same set of regressors

and the ranks RT �xt��

To study the power of the test we consider three di�erent nonlinear functions�

As a benchmark we perform the tests using f�xt� instead of the ranks RT �xt��

Of course� using the true functional form� which is usually unknown in practice�

we expect the test to have better power than the test based on the ranks� Sur�

prisingly� the results of the Monte Carlo simulations �see Table �� suggest that

the rank test may even be �slightly� more powerful than the parametric test�

whenever the nonlinear term enter the equation with a small weight �� � ������

However� the gain in power is quite small and fall in the range of the simula�

tion error� In any case� the rank test performs very well and seems to imply no

important loss of power in comparison to the parametric version of the test�

��



� Empirical application

The rank tests are applied to test for a possible nonlinear cointegration between

interest rates with di�erent time to maturity� Recent empirical work suggests

that interest rates with a di�erent time to maturity are nonlinearly related�� The

data set consists of monthly yields of government bonds with di�erent time to

maturity as published by the German Bundesbank� The sample runs from �����i�

through �����xii� yielding 
�� monthly observations for each variable�

The nonlinear relationship between yields for di�erent times to maturity can

be motivated as follows� Let rt denote the yield of a one�period bond and Rt

represents the yield of a two�period bond at time t� The expectation theory of

the term structure implies that

Rt � �t � ���rt � ���Et�rt	�� � ����

where Et denotes the conditional expectation with respect to the relevant infor�

mation set available at period t and �t represents the risk premium� Letting

rt	� � Et�rt	�� � ��t and subtracting rt from both sides of ���� gives

Rt � rt � ����rt	� � rt� � �t � �t �

Assuming that rt is I��� and �t � �t is stationary implies that Rt and rt are �lin�

early� cointegrated �e�g� Wolters �������� However� if the risk premium depends

on rt such that �t � f ��rt���t with �t stationary� then the yields are nonlinearly

cointegrated�

Rt � f�rt� � ut � I��� �

where f�rt� � rt�f ��rt� and ut � ����rt	��rt���t��t� Note that ut is correlated

with rt and� therefore� rt is endogenous� Furthermore� if the sampling interval is

shorter than the time to maturity� then the errors are serially correlated even if

�t and �t are white noise�

To test whether interest rates possess a �nonlinear� cointegration relationship

we rst apply various tests for unit roots to the series� Neither the conven�

tional Dickey�Fuller t�test nor the ranked counterpart suggested by Breitung and

�See� e�g�� Campbell and Galbraight ������� Pfann et al� ����	�� and the reference therein�

��



Gouri�eroux ������ reject the null hypothesis that the interest rates are I��� �not

presented��

The results presented in Table � highlight the cointegration properties of yields

with di�erent time to maturity� The parametric as well as the rank tests indicate

a cointegration relationship between the short term bonds� while the evidence for

cointegration between short run and long run bonds �e�g� R� and R��� is much

weaker� Furthermore� the rank test for nonlinear cointegration ��nonlin�� does

not reveal evidence against a linear cointegration relationship� All values of the

test statistic suggested in Section � are much smaller than the critical value of


����

� Concluding Remarks

We have considered rank tests for a nonlinear cointegration relationship� Under

the hypothesis that T����g�y�aT �� and T����f�x�aT �� converge weakly to two in�

dependent Brownian motions W��a� and W��a�� the limiting distribution of the

rank di�erences d�aT � � RT �y�aT �� � RT �x�aT �� can be derived� Tests based on

the sequence dt appear to have good power properties against cointegration re�

lationships of the form g�yt� � f�xt�� However� if the cointegration relationship

has a more general form� for example h�yt� xt� � xt
yt � I���� the rank test

may lack power� Therefore� it seems desirable to construct nonparametric tests

against a more general form of nonlinear cointegration� Furthermore� we have no

asymptotic theory for the case that xt and yt are correlated�

The results of our simulation experiments suggest that the rank tests may

clearly outperform their parametric counterparts if the cointegration relationship

is indeed nonlinear� However� if there is a substantial mutual correlation between

the increments of the random walks� the rank tests may su�er from a size bias�

The rank test procedures were applied to test for nonlinear cointegration

between interest yields in Germany� In all� our results do not reveal important

nonlinearities for the relationships of of bonds with di�erent time to maturity�

��
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Table �� Critical Values

T ���� ���� ����
���� ����� ����� �����
�
�� ����� ����� �����
	��� ����� ����� �����
	
�� ����� ����� �����
����� ����� ��
�� ��
��
��
�� ��
�� ��
�� ��
��
	���� ����� ����� �����
	�
�� ����
 ����� ����
eQ������  
���  
���  ��
�eQ
�����  
���  
���  ����eQ������  
���  
���  ����eQ
�����  
���  
���  ����eQ����
�  ����  ��
�  ���
eQ
���
�  ����  ����  ����eQ������  ��

  ����  ����eQ
�����  ����  ���
  ��



Note� Critical values resulting from �
�


 replications
of two independent random walk sequences� The statis�
tic eQT �k� represents a residual based ranked Dickey�Fuller
t�test with k regressors without a constant term�

�




Table �� Size and power �� � ��

f�x� � x x� log�x� tan�xt�

� �T 	T CDF CDF CDF CDF
Size �� � ��

���� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����
Power �� � ����

���� ���
� ����� ����� ��
�� ����� �����
���� ����� ��

� ����� ����� ����� �����
���� ��
�� ����� ����� ���
� ��
�
 �����
���� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

Power �� � ��
���� ����� ����� ����� ��
�� ����� �����
���� ���

 ����� ����� ����� ����� �����
���� ����� ���
� ����� ���
� ��
�
 �����
���� ����
 ����
 ����� ����� ����� �����

Note� Rejection frequencies resulting from �
�


 replications of the pro�
cess given in ���� The sample size is T � �

� Under the null hypothesis
�� � �� we let � � 
 and under the alternative �j�j � ��� � � �� The
nominal size is 
�
�� The test statistic �T and �T are de�ned in �� and
���� CDF indicates a Dickey�Fuller t�test on the residuals of a cointegrating
regression including a constant term�

Table �� Power Against Threshold Cointegration

� � ��� � � ���
a �T 	T CDF �T 	T CDF

���� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����

���� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����
���� ����� ����� ����� ����
 ����� ��
��
���� ����� ����� ����� ����
 ����� �����
���� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����
Note� Empirical powers computed from �
�


 replications of the threshold coin�
tegrated process given in ��� and ����� where T � �

� The parameter values are
� � �� � � 
 and ��u � ����� a��� The signi�cance level is 
�
�� The test statistic
�T and �T are de�ned in �� and ���� CDF indicates a Dickey�Fuller t�test on the
residuals of a cointegrating regression including a constant term�

��



Table �� Testing correlated random walks

� ��T 	�T
eQT ���

 ��� ����
 ����� �����
 ��� ����� ����� ����

 ��� ����� ����� ����

 ��� ����� ���
� ���
�
��� ����� ����� �����
��� ����� ����� �����
��� ����
 ����� �����
��� ����� ����� �����
��� ����� ����� �����

Note� Empirical sizes resulting from �
�


 replications of the
process given in ��� with T � �

 and � � 
 �no serial cor�
relation�� The nominal size is 
�
�� The parameter � measures
the correlation coe�cient between the innovations of the random
walks�

Table � Power against nonlinear cointegration relationships

f�x� � x� log�x� tan�x�

regressor� RT �xt� f�xt� RT �xt� f�xt� RT �xt� f�xt�
� � ���� ����� ����� ����� ����� ���
� �����
� � ���� ����
 ����� ����� ����� ����� �����
� � ��� ����� ����� ����� ����� ���
� �����
� � ��� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����
Note� Simulated power from a score tests using RT �xt� and f�xt� as additional
regressors� The sample size is T � �

�

��



Table �� The cointegration relationship with R�

Regr� CDF eQT ��� ��T 	�T nonlin corr
R�  ���
��  ������ ��
��� ������ ����
 ���
�
R
  
�����  ��
��� ��
��� ������ ����� ����

R�  
�
�
�  ����
� ��
��� ������ ���
� �����
R�  
���
  
����� ��
��� ������ ����� �����
R��  �����  
���� ����� ����� ����� �����
Note� �CDF� denotes the Dickey�Fuller t�test applied to the residuals of the cointe�
gration regression� eQT ��� is the same test applied to the ranks� ZT �m� is given in �����
�nonlin� indicates the test for nonlinearity using the ranks as additional regressors�
�corr� denotes the mutual correlation between the di�erenced series� ��� indicates
signi�cance at the 
�
� signi�cance level�

��
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